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Abstract: This study aims at investigating the presence of an important market 

anomaly i.e. day-of- the-week effect on stock prices in Dhaka Stock Exchange 

(DSE) Limited based on the research gap that Efficient Market Hypothesis 

(EMH) fails to describe adequately the price behavior of stocks. Daily DSEX 

index data from January 28, 2013 to December 3, 2017 (i.e. 1096 daily data) 

has been used to examine lack of unbiased behavior contributed by specific day-

of-the-week. An application of descriptive analysis, Ljung-Box Q test, and 

GARCH (1, 1) test have been employed and found that Sunday and Monday 

have relatively lower returns with higher variability of returns. Return behavior 

is also found to be random and volatile in those days. On the other hand, 

Wednesday and Thursday returns are relatively higher against less variability 

and random behavior. This empirical evidence supports investors’ optimistic 

expectations on the last two days for which they have made a careful and 

prudent investment at the beginning of each week. This empirical evidence 

technically supports lack of success of EMH in describing the market behavior 

of stock returns. 
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1.0  Introduction 

Measuring stock market efficiency is one of the central research agenda in the literature 

of finance. The concept of market efficiency implicitly assumes that all stock markets are 

informationally efficient at different forms and stock prices over there quickly reacts to 

the arrival of any relevant price sensitive information. It also claims that if market 

efficiency holds true then every day stock prices is an unbiased estimates of true price of 

the stocks. According to the EMH, stocks always trade at their fair value on stock 

exchanges, making it impossible for investors to either purchase undervalued stocks or 

sell stocks for inflated prices. As such, it should be impossible to outperform and beat the 

overall market. By expert stock selection or market timing are the only few away an 

investor can possibly obtain higher returns by purchasing riskier investments (Srinivasan 

& Kalaivani, 2013). The opponents of efficient market theory asserts that stock prices are 
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largely determined based on investor expectation, and that price movements will follow 

any patterns or trends and that past price movements can be used to predict future price 

movements. But a good number of researches also produce the evidence of potential 

inefficiencies or anomalies such as calendar anomalies, fundamental anomalies and 

technical anomalies. Due to the last two stock market debacles in 1996 and 2010, 

investors at Dhaka Stock Exchange (DSE) were struggling for a long time to gain 

confidence regarding investment in stocks. The presence of market regulation like lock-in 

provision, circuit breaker, prohibition of insider trading, trading halt etc. have failed to 

bring investor confidence in stock investment. In this case, it is reasonable to believe that 

the risk of investment in DSE is not only due to political, economic and social turmoil of 

the country rather than investors’ erratic behavior in stock investment. Investors’ don’t 

always rely on the fundamental factors in investment decision rather they tend to rely on 

the irrational herding behavior that leads to kind of contagion effect on the whole 

investment environment. These contagion results in irrational hike in stock price which is 

impossible to predict and neutralize by the stock fundamentals, hence out of control of 

the policymakers. Calendar effect is a kind of market anomalies that results from erratic 

investment behavior of the investor. It produces a tendency of security prices to behave 

differently on a particular day-of-the-week, or month-of-the-year. Among such 

anomalies, the day-of-the-week effect has been seen as one of the most important patterns 

and it is found to exist in several emerging stock markets (French, 1980; Jaffe and 

Westerfield, 1985; Balaban, 1995; Lian and Chen, 2004). The day-of-the-week effect 

indicates that returns are abnormally higher on some days of the week than on other days. 

Specifically, results derived from many empirical studies have documented that the 

average return on Friday is abnormally high, and the average return on Monday is 

abnormally low. This study is an attempt to investigate whether stock prices in DSE fails 

to estimate unbiased prices for its stocks through examining each day price behavior. 

Different types of test have been employed to justify that price of stock in DSE is not 

biased towards particular day in a week. 

2.0 Objectives of the Study 

The broad objective of this study is to investigate the presence of stock market efficiency 

or market anomaly in the benchmark index (i.e. DSEX) of Dhaka Stock Exchange (DSE) 

Limited. That’s why, DSEX daily data from 28
th
 January 2013 to 27

th
 December 2017 

(i.e. 1102 Daily observations) except official holidays has been taken for this analysis. 

Few specific objectives have also been designed to accomplish the broad objective more 

successfully. These are: 

i. to examination of the general behavior of stock price data on each specific days in 

a week, 
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ii. to investigation of the predictability of stock price data on each specific days in a 

week, 

iii. to examination of volatility differentials in stock price data on each specific days 

in a week, and 

iv. to explore, if any, biased behavior in stock price data on specific days in a week. 

3.0 Market Efficiency and Market Anomalies 

The concept of market efficiency had been anticipated at the beginning of the century in 

the dissertation submitted by Bachelier (1900) to the Sorbonne for his Ph.D. in 

mathematics. In his opening paragraph, Bachelier recognizes that “past, present and even 

discontinued future events are reflected in market prices, but often show no apparent 

relation to price changes”. Now-a-days the term market efficiency is used to describe a 

market in which relevant information is impounded into the price of financial assets 

(Dimson & Mussavian. 1998) i.e. it concerns the extent to which market prices 

incorporate available information. This kind of efficiency is also known as informational 

efficiency. In an informationally efficient market, which is different from allocational or 

Pareto-efficient market, price changes must be unforecastable if they fully incorporate the 

expectations and information of all market participants. The more efficient the market, 

the more random the sequence of price changes generated by such a market, and the most 

efficient of all is one in which the price changes are completely random and 

unpredictable (Lo, 1998). If market prices do not fully incorporate information, then 

opportunity may exist to make profit from the gathering and processing of information. 

The subject of market efficiency is, therefore, of great interest to security analysts, 

investment practitioners and money managers. Although considerable evidence shows 

that markets are efficient i.e. Fama (1970); Fama (1991); Kiem and Ziemba (2000) etc., 

researchers have also reported a number of potential inefficiencies, or anomalies, that 

result in the mispricing of securities. Anomalies are empirical results that seem to be 

inconsistent with maintained theories of asset pricing behavior (Schwert, 2003). In other 

words, a market anomaly occurs if a change in the price of an asset or security cannot 

directly be linked to current relevant information known in the market or to the release of 

new information into the market. Table 1 listed several anomalies which is by no means 

exhaustive, but it provides information on the breadth of the anomalies. 
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Table 1:    Sampling of Observed Pricing Anomalies 

Time Series Cross-Sectional Other 

January effect 

Day-of-the week effect 

Weekend effect 

Holiday effect 

Time-of-day effect 

Momentum 

Overreaction 

Size effect 

Value effect 

Book-to-market ratio 

P/E Ratio 

Value line enigma 

Closed-end fund discount 

Earnings surprise 

Initial public offering 

Distressed securities effect 

Stock split 

Super bowl 

 

Note: Collected from Text “Investment: Principles of Portfolio and Equity Analysis” Chapter: 3, 

pp. 125. 

4.0  Review of Literature 

Empirical studies of the US stock market such as French (1980) and Gibbon and Hess 

(1981), found that the mean return is significantly negative on Monday, but it is 

significantly positive on Friday. Jaffe and Westerfield (1985) examined daily returns in 

the emerging stock market of Japan, Canada, Australia, the UK and the US. They found 

significant negative returns on Monday in the US, Canada and the UK, and on Tuesday 

for Japan and Australia, while a positive Friday effect was found in all the markets except 

the UK. Solnik and Bounsquet (1990) conducted a study on the French Stock Exchange 

to find the day-of-the-week effect. They noticed that a strong negative return on Tuesday 

is existed. Similar studies (Barone, 1990) on the Italian Stock Market and Balaban (2010) 

on the Turkey Stock Exchange proved the same results. Lakonishok and Smidt (1988) 

explore 90 years of the Dow Jones Industrial Average Index in the period 1897-1986. 

They observe persistent seasonality in Dow Jones Industrial Average Index returns 

confirming the day-of-the-week effect with Monday’s average returns being -0.14%. 

Dubouis and Louvet (1995) provide probably the most comprehensive study confirming 

the day-of-the-week effect. They examined eleven indexes from nine countries in the 

period 1969-1992. They found negative returns on Mondays, which are compensated by 

abnormal positive returns on Wednesday. Bayar and Kan (2002) sampled returns from 

nineteen countries and found that for the majority of the markets the day-of-the-week 

effects in the stock market returns existed on Tuesday and Wednesday. They found a 

weaker effect in the returns for Thursday and Friday. They also found that the volatility is 

highest on Monday and lowest towards the end of the week for most of the markets.  

Similarly, Rodriguez Werner (2012) examines the day-of-the-week effect for the main 

stock markets in Latin during the period, 1993-2007. Undertaking three different 

analyses, including GARCH models for the returns and volatility of daily returns by day-
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of-the-week for the major stock market indexes in the region, he found significant 

evidence of a Monday Effect (lower than expected returns) or a Friday Effect (higher 

than expected returns) in many cases in the region. On the other hand, another group has 

been able to present a complete opposite phenomenon, i.e. on the first day-of-the-week 

the returns are positive and negative on the last day (Al-Loughani and Chappell, 2001). 

Al-Loughani and Chappell (2001) used the price index of the KSE for a period of five 

years starting from January 1993 to December 1997 with GARCH model to inspect the 

day-of-the-week effect. They discovered that the average returns are higher on the first 

day in the trading week in the KSE. 

Besides, Elango and Al Macki (2008) studied the day-of-the-week effect in the NSE and 

showed Monday effect with lowest daily returns and Wednesday effect with highest daily 

7 returns. Chia and Liew (2010) examined the existence of day-of-the-week effect and 

asymmetrical market behavior in the Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE). They found 

significant positive Monday effect and negative Friday effect. Mishra, B. & Rahman, M. 

(2010) have examined the dynamics of stock market returns volatility of India and Japan. 

The author found that the stock market returns of India are more predictable based on the 

lagged realized rates of returns than those of Japan. The estimate of the mean-model 

show ARCH component in India’s stock market while that was not found in Japanese 

stock market. Finally they have stated that there are more evidence of asymmetric effects 

of bad news and good news on both stock market returns. 

Rahman and Moazzem (2011) have attempted to identify causal relationship between the 

observed volatility in Dhaka Stock Exchange (DSE) and the corresponding regulatory 

decision taken by Security and Exchange Commission (SEC). Vector Autoregressive 

(VAR) Model has been used in that study that provides a statistically significant 

relationship between decision taken by the regulatory authority and the market volatility. 

Based on this findings, it is concluded that the major indicators of DSE is becoming more 

volatile over time and the regulators are not efficient enough to guard this volatility. 

Chand, S., Kamal, S. and Ali, I. (2012) have applied ARIMA-GARCH type models to 

identify and estimate the mean and variance components of the daily closing price of the 

Muslim Commercial Bank at Pakistan. They have attempted to explain the volatility 

structure of the residuals through the use of the above said models. They have concluded 

that ARCH (1) model has failed to fully capture the ARCH effect from the residuals 

generated by the mean equation. The GARCH (1, 1) model has fully captured the ARCH 

effect and it has better ability of capturing the volatility clustering among all estimated 

ARCH-type models.   

Ahmed and Ali (2013) have examined the efficiency of stock prices in Dhaka Stock 

Exchange (DSE) by using daily, weekly and monthly price data from November 27, 2001 

to December 31, 2010. Different type of test like Run test, L-B Q test and Multiple 
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Variance Ratio test have been applied to examine the randomness of stock prices. The 

authors concluded that, daily stock prices are non-random, weekly data are moderately 

random and monthly data are perfectly random. Farooq et al., (2013) investigate the day-

of-the-week effect on the stock market volatility in Saudi Arabia using a conditional 

variance methodology and observes least volatility on Saturday and Sunday and highest 

volatility on Wednesday. Aziz and Uddin (2014) have examined the volatility of Dhaka 

Stock Exchange (DSE) using the daily and monthly average DSE General Index (DGEN) 

between January 1, 2002 and July 31, 2013. This study applies GARCH (1, 1) models to 

estimate the presence of volatility and found the evidence that volatility is present but 

decreases over time during the sample period and the highest volatility is observed in 

2010 which also support the vulnerability condition of the stock market in 2010.  

Siddikee & Begum (2016) have examined the volatility of Dhaka Stock Exchange 

General Index (DGEN) by applying GARCH (1, 1) process during the period from 2002 

to 2013. The finding of GARCH (1, 1) process revealed a huge volatility episode from 

2009 to 2012. The author also applied ARCH (m) model in 2004 to 2013 for measuring 

volatility. The result of the ARCH (m) model confirms reliable estimates of market 

volatility, 1.10% and 1.46% respectively. The author also concludes that tolerable market 

volatility have been observed from 2002 to 2009. 

5.0 Methodologies of the Study 

This study is intended to identify and analyze the evidence of day-of-the-week effect on 

the stock prices of Dhaka Stock Exchange (DSE). In this process, daily closing DSEX 

data has been collected from 28
th
 January 2013 to 27

th
 December 2017 except official 

holidays. These closing price data has been obtained from DSE official website. In 

certain cases, data has also collected from the Research and Publication Division of DSE. 

It is imperative to mention that DSE operates five days in a week from Sunday to 

Thursday. We have a total of 1102 observations, after elimination of weekends and 

holidays. These total number of daily observation is then separated into different week 

day data. Then, Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test has been used to checked and 

removed the existence of unit root from each week day data set. At its initial stage, these 

week day stationary data have been used to examine their general behavior in terms of 

estimating descriptive statistics. Then autocorrelation and Ljung-Box Q test have been 

applied to test to examine whether any current week day data is linked with one of its lag 

data. Here, 15 lag results have been estimated. Finally, GARCH (1, 1) test has been 

applied to identify both the existence of ARCH as well as GARCH effect in each week 

day data.   

5.1 Autocorrelation Test 

Autocorrelation is used to test the relationship between the time series of its own values 

at different lags. In this paper we have used Ljung- Box (L-B) Q-statistics (1978) which 
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is widely used to test autocorrelation in different time series. This test is an improvement 

of Box-Pierce Q-statistic of 1970. The L-B Q-statistic sets out to investigate whether a set 

of correlation coefficients calculated at various lags for returns of time series may be 

deemed to be simultaneously equal to zero (Gujarati, 1995). Ljung-Box test also provides 

a superior fit to the chi-square distribution for little samples. The L-B Q-statistic at lag k 

is a test statistic for the null hypothesis that there is not autocorrelation up to order k and 

is computed as  
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Where  the j-th autocorrelation and T is the number of observations. If the series is not 

based upon the results of ARIMA estimation, then under the null hypothesis, Q is 

asymptotically distributed with degrees of freedom equal to the number of 

autocorrelations. 

5.2 GARCH (1, 1) Test 

Autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (ARCH) and its generalization, the 

generalized autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (GARCH) model, have proven 

to be very useful in finance to model the residual variance when the dependent variable is 

the return on asset or an exchange rate. A widely observed phenomenon regarding asset 

returns in financial markets suggests that they exhibit volatility clustering. This refers to 

the tendency of large changes in asset returns (either positive or negative) to be followed 

by large changes, and small changes in the asset returns to be followed by small changes. 

Hence there is a temporal dependence in the asset returns. ARCH and GARCH models 

can accommodate volatility clustering. Suppose, the following regression equation has 

been considered: 

 

We typically treat the variance of  as a constant. However, we might think to 

allow the variance of the disturbance term to change over time i.e. the conditional 

disturbance variance would be . Engle postulated the conditional disturbance variance 

should be modeled as: 

              …………………..(1) 

The lagged  term are called ARCH terms and we can see why this is an 

‘autoregressive’ or AR process. The equation (1) specifies an ARCH model of order p i.e. 

ARCH (p) model. The conditional disturbance variances of , conditional on 

information available t time t-1. These higher order ARCH model are difficult to estimate 
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since they often produce negative estimates of the . To solve this problem, researchers 

have turned to the GARCH model proposed by Bollerslev (1986). Essentially the 

GARCH model turns the AR process of the ARCH model into an ARIMA process by 

adding in a moving average process. In the GARCH model, the conditional disturbance 

variance is now: 

 

                              

It is now easy to see that the value of the conditional disturbance variance depends on 

both the past values of the shocks and on the past values of itself. The simplest GARCH 

model is the GARCH (1, 1) model i.e.  

 

Thus, the current variance can be seen to depend on all previous squared disturbances; 

however, the effect of these disturbances declines exponentially over time. As in the 

ARCH model, we need to impose some parameter restrictions to ensure that the series is 

variance-stationary: in the GARCH (1, 1) case, we require 

   

6.0 Analysis and Discussion 

This study has attempted to capture the presence of one of the important market 

anomalies (i.e. day-of-the-week effect) in the broad market indexes (i.e. DSEX index) at 

Dhaka Stock Exchange (DSE). A total of 1102 observations in which 217 Sunday data, 

223 Monday data, 214 Tuesday data, 220 Wednesday data and finally 222 Thursday data 

has been considered. At the beginning, each week day prices is taken for unit root test. 

Table: 2 presents the results of Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) unit root test for 

different week day stock prices. Under the null hypothesis this test assumes that the 

variable under consideration has unit root. The initial ADF test reveals that all the week 

day stock prices have unit root which is represented by p-values of t-statistics greater than 

0.05. This daily stock prices is then converted into daily stock returns after taking their 

first differenced of log average price data. Then these return has been used in GARCH (1, 

1) model, to examine the return volatility of each day on the week.    

Return= First difference of log average price data * 100 
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Table 2:  Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) Test 

Categorical Stocks Data Type t-Statistics p-value 

Sunday 
Level Data -2.139913 0.5202 

Return Data -13.91116 0.0000 

Monday 
Level Data -2.476357 0.3396 

Return Data -12.73134 0.0000 

Tuesday 
Level Data -2.672646 0.2491 

Return Data -12.45306 0.0000 

Wednesday 
Level Data -2.455131 0.3502 

Return Data -11.38992 0.0000 

Thursday 
Level Data -2.472225 0.3417 

Return Data -11.56376 0.0000 

Note: Author’s own calculations 

Table 3 presents the descriptive statistics of each week day DSEX stock returns of the 

Dhaka Stock Exchange (DSE) from 28
th
 January, 2013 to 27

th
 December, 2017. These 

preliminary statistics for each day-of-the-week reveals that Monday has the highest 

average return followed by Wednesday, Tuesday, Thursday and Sunday. The lowest 

variability in returns has been found in Wednesday followed by Thursday, Tuesday, 

Monday and Sunday. On the other hand, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday returns have 

produced negative skewness values which implies that the distribution of the returns have 

a long left tail. But Sunday and Monday have produced somewhat opposite result. 

Finally, for each of the day, kurtosis values are more than 3 indicating that the 

distributions have all peaked bell shaped distribution. 

Table 3: Descriptive Statistics for Different Days in a Week 

Descriptive Statistics Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 

 Mean  0.180429  0.188274  0.183702  0.184034  0.181066 

 Median  0.196074  0.247313  0.262486  0.136916  0.285793 

 Maximum  7.367417  9.381877  7.490429  5.997088  5.852706 

 Minimum -7.484385 -7.450967 -10.59348 -5.706406 -8.017760 

 Std. Dev.  2.351552  2.268849  2.246039  1.968207  2.034572 

 Skewness  0.138265  0.134974 -0.563978 -0.002204 -0.201448 

 Kurtosis  3.769289  4.333287  6.604322  3.376094  4.218428 

 Observations  217  223  214  220  222 

Note: Authors’ own Calculation 
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Table 4 depicts the autocorrelation estimates using Ljung-Box Q test during the sample 

period. Here, the test statistics have been computed on different days in a week from lag 

1 to 15. In this case null hypothesis is assumed to have no autocorrelation in the residuals. 

It is clearly observed that null hypothesis of no autocorrelation cannot be rejected on 

Sunday residuals implying the fact that, there exist no autocorrelation in the lag 

estimates. Monday and Tuesday also produces the identical results of no autocorrelation 

except lag 1 and 2 for Monday and 1, 2, 3, 13, 14 & 15 for Tuesday. Wednesday and 

Thursday lag estimates produces a different result. All the lag estimates on Wednesday 

and Thursday fails to reject the null hypothesis indicating that autocorrelation exists in all 

the Wednesday and Thursday lag estimates. Here, it is observed that Sunday and Monday 

returns exhibit randomness whereas Tuesday returns are partially random. But 

Wednesday as well as Thursday returns have departed significantly from randomly 

generated returns. 

Table 4: Estimates of Ljung-Box Q-Test for Different Days in a Week 

Lags 
Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 

Q-Stat Prob. Q-Stat Prob. Q-Stat Prob. Q-Stat Prob. Q-Stat Prob. 

1 0.5886 0.443 5.2880 0.021 4.8595 0.027 13.190 0.000 13.190 0.000 

2 1.6522 0.438 5.4051 0.067 5.7371 0.057 14.399 0.001 14.399 0.001 

3 3.4459 0.328 5.9581 0.114 7.0666 0.070 14.402 0.002 14.402 0.002 

4 4.5974 0.331 5.9651 0.202 7.1295 0.129 14.402 0.006 14.402 0.006 

5 5.1123 0.402 6.0256 0.304 8.5178 0.130 16.319 0.006 16.319 0.006 

6 6.1358 0.408 9.5804 0.143 10.908 0.091 17.294 0.008 17.294 0.008 

7 6.6223 0.469 9.7141 0.205 10.909 0.143 17.857 0.013 17.857 0.013 

8 6.8513 0.553 10.048 0.262 11.423 0.179 17.982 0.021 17.982 0.021 

9 7.0341 0.634 10.709 0.296 12.178 0.203 18.024 0.035 18.024 0.035 

10 7.1526 0.711 10.761 0.376 15.112 0.128 20.545 0.025 20.545 0.025 

11 8.3325 0.683 10.949 0.448 15.142 0.176 20.775 0.036 20.775 0.036 

12 8.3784 0.755 11.494 0.487 17.266 0.140 21.515 0.043 21.515 0.043 

13 13.692 0.396 12.974 0.450 25.111 0.022 23.728 0.034 23.728 0.034 

14 14.426 0.418 16.684 0.273 36.298 0.001 30.590 0.006 30.590 0.006 

15 15.017 0.450 19.646 0.186 36.403 0.002 30.765 0.009 30.765 0.009 

Note: Author’s Own Calculation 
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On the other hand, GARCH (1, 1) test has been applied separately for each day in a week. 

Here, five different regression equation have been developed for each week day returns 

based on GARCH (1, 1) specification which is presented below: 

Variance Equation = Constant + Coefficient*ARCH term +Coefficient*GARCH term 

Table 5: GARCH (1, 1) Test Estimates on Different Days in a week 

Sunday 

Variable Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Prob. 

ARCH Term 0.116778 0.060114 1.942603 0.0521 

GARCH Term 0.835667 0.069381 12.04463 0.0000 

Monday 

ARCH Term 0.219560 0.076659 2.864112 0.0042 

GARCH Term 0.718121 0.082188 8.737541 0.0000 

Tuesday 

ARCH Term 0.279292 0.070093 3.984563 0.0001 

GARCH Term 0.722960 0.047720 15.15006 0.0000 

Wednesday 

ARCH Term 0.089382 0.039422 2.267309 0.0234 

GARCH Term 0.892130 0.043725 20.40344 0.0000 

Thursday 

ARCH Term 0.121520 0.046826 2.595131 0.0095 

GARCH Term 0.842063 0.044952 18.73241 0.0000 

Note: Author’s Own Calculation 

Table 5 presents the test estimates of GARCH (1, 1) model on all the sample data in a 

week by applying ARCH Regression Analysis. Here, ARCH and GARCH coefficient has 

been estimated where ARCH coefficient implies that variance is dependent upon squared 

residuals and larger coefficient values indicates larger volatility. On the other hand, 

GARCH coefficient that variance in the sample data is affected by past variance term. 

Higher the values of GARCH coefficient, greater the persistent volatility. Here, all the 

ARCH coefficient on different days in a week are statistically significant with having p-

values lesser than 0.05. In this case, Tuesday ARCH term have produced the highest 

coefficient value that indicates Tuesday returns are more volatile as compared to other 

days in a week. All the GARCH coefficients are also statistically significant at 5 percent 
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level but GARCH coefficient values on Wednesday, Thursday, & Sunday are relatively 

larger. These larger GARCH coefficient values are indicative of higher persistence 

volatility in those data set. 

 Based on all these test results, it can be said that, statistical test evidence don’t comply 

with the theory of Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH). Here average returns is high on 

Monday, variability of returns in lowest on Wednesday. In the first three days in a week 

i.e. Sunday, Monday and Tuesday, the effect of autocorrelation measured by L-B Q 

statistics have not been significantly observed. It can also be explained as returns in those 

days are relatively random and unpredictable. Wednesday have produced 2
nd

 highest 

mean return. The lowest two standard deviation value have been observed in Wednesday 

and Thursday. In these two days returns are non-random as well as less volatile. In this 

case, stock returns in DSE is exhibiting a biased behavior. In the first two days (i.e. 

Sunday and Monday) returns are low, variability of returns is high, and returns are 

relatively random. This evidence may be due to more carful attitude of the investors in 

investing their funds or they may be waiting to obtain return from their investment made 

at the beginning of each week. At the last two days (i.e. Wednesday and Thursday) high 

returns are accompanied by low risk and less random behavior in stock returns. These 

evidence may be due to optimistic expectation from the part of the investor about the 

daily returns for which they have made an investment at the beginning of each week.  

7.0  Conclusion 

According to Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH), the stock price behavior are assumed 

to be random, unpredictable and unbiased. In such a situation it would be tough for an 

investor to beat the market and generate above average returns from the investment in 

stocks. But the presence of different market anomalies makes the stock returns 

significantly departed from its expected behavior described by EMH. This study makes 

an attempt to investigate that issue and to find out any presence of the effect of market 

anomaly through examining day-of-the-week effect on DSEX index in Dhaka Stock 

Exchange (DSE) Limited. Significant evidence of day-of-the-week effect has been 

observed during the sample period under consideration. Here returns are comparatively 

low and variability of returns are high in Sunday returns. It is also found that returns are 

random as well as less volatile. In this case, it would be difficult to identify similar 

evidence on Sunday Returns because, stock market remains closed in Sunday in almost 

every economy. Sunday, Monday and Tuesday returns have no autocorrelation thereby 

exhibiting random behavior in security prices. But, in Wednesday and Thursday returns, 

autocorrelation exists, implying departure from random behavior. On the other hand, 

Wednesday returns are high, variability of returns is low. Here p-values of ARCH and 

GARCH coefficients exerts that statistically significant ARCH and GARCH effect exists 

from Tuesday to Thursday which is an indicative of high and persistent volatility in 
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security returns. These empirical findings are consistent with Dubouis and Louvet (1995): 

Al-Loughani and Chappell (2001), M. L. (2009) and Ahmed and Ali (2013). In this case, 

this statistical evidence fails to comply with the principle of risk and return in finance 

literature which imply high returns is accompanied by high risk and vice versa. This 

departure from the principles of risk and return also provide sufficient proof that there 

must be something that have not been uncovered by the regular EMH Theory. Therefore, 

further investigation and analysis is required to identify those factors that have not been 

identified by EMH Theory.   
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